Pitch deck

ONLINE GAMING MARKET
HUGE MARKET WITH STRONG GROWTH
The largest vertical in the gaming industry

$67B

*$227b
Overall

Huge Growth Opportunity
for «Bot Planet»

TRUSTED BY TECHNOLOGY AND
EMPOWERED BY REGULATION

11.5% CAGR

Enhanced Player Experience via Mobile

16% MOBILE CAGR

Thanks to mobile-adaptive interfaces and a seamless engagement
experience via one device which allows players to play games online
Exciting New Gaming Opportunities
Constantly developing new games and experiences, innovative NFT based
games, different VIP programs, new cashback and investment opportunities
Automated Regulatory Compliance
Would replace laborious customer onboarding, creating a better player
experience and optimized compliance workflows
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Online gaming growth projection ($B)
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*Overall gaming market

Worldwide Trend Towards Legality
Continually more countries approve online casino
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ONLINE GAMING
MARKET: THE GLOBAL
OPPORTUNITY
Huge Growth Opportunity for «Bot Planet»

330%
Online Gaming Growth 2019-2020
Thriving, newly-legalized Gaming industry
Mainstream online gaming culture
Major growth in mobile games

Completery banned

Local casinos banned. Foreign - not banned

License required for local casinos

Not banned

License required for all games
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WHAT MAKES OUR GAME UNIQUE?
To figure that out, we had to research other gaming projects, and figure out
in which areas they were lacking. What makes a game successful? Well, if
you look at the biggest games out there, they all have one thing in common
– a well written story. A good lore, which consists of plot twists, possibility
to explore the story through different sides, morality of all sides. That is why
we have a team of writers, who focus on writing an engaging story.
Each faction within the game will see the story through their eyes. No
faction is morally bad or good, they are all trying to survive. By playing the
game, the player has the ability to earn money, but also by completing tasks
and receiving achievements, the player opens up the continuation to the
story.
This system creates deep roots within the lore, which motivates the player
to play for different sides, in order to see more of the storyline. Every big
update will include an introduction of the new character/characters, as well
as the next chapter of the storyline.
We have updates to the game and lore written out for the next 3 – 5 years.
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THE GAME
Nexus Shift is a virtual card collection Play-to-Earn game that
utilizes our own CryptoCurrency. Players will be able to access
the experience after the purchase of an NFT/Pack. Using their
in-game Token, they may battle against other random players
(ranked) and friends (unranked) – the winning user ultimately
receives a fee minus the service commission. The player may
then choose to spend the token to improve their character, or
purchase other NFTs and/or cards from the marketplace or ingame store. Also player can sell, stake and farm the in-game
currency on our DEX.
Play-to-Earn game, in our opinion, is the most convenient tool
for involving early users into the ecosystem, which allows you
to evaluate the advantages of tokens, their capabilities, and
the degree of product integration.

For example, the daily audience of the most popular
Play-to- Earn game Axie Infinity is

1 MILLION
people a day
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OPPORTUNITY
Profitable, fueled by the community game

One of the biggest issues
in the eSports scene, and
gaming in general, is that only
the top 1% makes money.

We want players of any caliber to be able to earn.
Someone might not be the best at playing, but
is good at collecting and trading. Some might
be decent at the game, and they will gain profits
through farming their in-game currency.

Our game is welcoming gamers with different skills and backgrounds, allowing them to do what they love, and earn money.
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IN-GAME CURRENCY
UTILITY
Players will be able to farm their in-game tokens through
battles, or selling their NFTs on our NFT Marketplace.

A player then can exchange his in-game tokens to BOT
token, or they can use the token to upgrade their NFT
characters.
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ALL-IN-ONE
WALLET
The BOT Wallet provides the easiest yet most
secure way to connect to the BOT ecosystem, and
also an easy way to store and exchange tokens.
Everything you need to manage your digital
assets. You are always in control of interactions in
our decentralized network.
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DEX
A decentralized exchange BOTSwap is an exchange
that operates on the basis of a distributed registry,
does not store funds and personal data of users on its
servers and acts only as a platform for finding matches
on applications for the purchase or sale of user assets.

Trading on such platforms takes place directly between
participants (peer-to-peer) without any financial
intermediaries.
Also on our BOTSwap there will be a function of
farming, staking and viewing coin charts. That is, it
will not be just an exchanger. Also, our DEX will work in
several networks, unlike many other similar DEX.
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ROADMAP

Q2 - Q3 2021
- Office construction
- App content
- Testnet
- Create bsc token
- Audit of techrate (BSC)
- SEED
- Community creation
- Wallet development

- Blocking team tokens
- Team presentation
- Development of the
technical specification of the
NFT store and the game
- KYC
- NFT market development
- Opening company

Q4 2021

Q3 – Q4 2022

- WOW Summit
- Partnerships
- Onboarding VCs
- Private Sale
- Armors audit
- Onboarding Advisors

- Bot game release
- Bridge to DOT
- Streaming
- Wallet
- Partnership with VISA and
launching a card program
- Introduction of SOL, ETH,
DOT into the game
- Lottery release

Q1 – Q2 2022
- IDO for community
- Listing on pancakeswap
- Listing on CEX
- DEX Release
- Farming
- Staking
- Bridge on ETH and loTex
- Partnerships
- Demo for the game
- Release NFT boxes
- NFT marketplace

Q1 – Q2 2023
- Messenger
- Updating the game
(new patches)
- Adding new NFT
collection
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TOKENOMICS
Total Generated Tokens: 1,000,000,000

TGE: 368K

1 BOT = 0.016$

*may change due to Launching platform requests

Team 10%

SEED 1,5%

IDO 32,61%

Private sale 15%

Marketing 2,17%

IDO 3,75%
Liquidity 2%

Marketing 11%
Reserve 3%

Ecosystem Growth 53,75%

Private Sale 65,22%
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WHY INVEST IN BOT PLANET?

Comfortable
for all users
ecosystem

Unique
game on
the market

Exceptional
team of talented
experts, and
young prospects

Token availability:
BOT Token will be
available on top
tier exchanges

Community
fueled
marketplace
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BACKERS
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OUR PARTNERS
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